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PhoneGap Essentials
2012

using phonegap developers can build native mobile apps
using standard html5 javascript and css and then deploy
those apps to every leading mobile platform with little or
no recoding up to now though phonegap was lacking
complete practical documentation phonegap essentials fills
that void it s the first concise yet complete tutorial for
succeeding with phonegap in real world development
experienced mobile developer john m wargo thoroughly
introduces the phonegap platform explaining what it is
what it does and how it works he then guides through
configuring phonegap environments creating complete
mobile apps and building them for the google android tm
samsung bada apple ios blackberry devices symbian tm os
and windows phone

PhoneGap Essentials
2015-09-07

use phonegap to build cross platform mobile applications
quickly and efficiently about this book build native mobile
phone applications with html5 javascript and css
incorporate smartphone capabilities such as gps camera
accelerometer and more into your apps for any mobile
platform use cordova view to embed phonegap into native
applications to either transit smoothly to phonegap or
incorporate phonegap functionalities who this book is for if
you are a mobile application developer in ios or android or
a web application developer who wants to learn how to
make cross platform mobile applications using phonegap
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this book is perfect for you to make the most of this book it
will be helpful if you have prior knowledge of html5 css and
javascript what you will learn get to grips with the
fundamentals of phonegap to get started set up a
development environment for linux mac os and windows
use cordova cli workflows and plugman plugin manager to
create mobile applications efficiently understand the
development workflow to create native cross platform
mobile applications embed plugin support to transition to
phonegap or use it to enhance existing applications
improve your mobile development knowledge using object
oriented programming oop reusable components and ajax
closures be empowered to build your own mobile apps
quickly with ease discover tips and tricks to make app
development fun and easy in detail phonegap is an open
source framework that allows you to quickly build cross
platform mobile apps using html5 javascript and css
phonegap build is a cloud service that allows you to quickly
develop and compile mobile applications without sdks
compilers and hardware phonegap allows you to use its
existing plugins or create new ones as per your
requirements to enhance your mobile applications starting
by installing phonegap you ll develop an app that uses
various device capabilities through different plugins and
learn how to build an app in the cloud with phonegap s
build service you ll discover how to use phonegap to create
an application view along with how to use a camera
geolocation and other device capabilities to create
engaging apps next you ll augment applications with
phonegap s plugins using minimalistic code you ll explore
the app preparation process to deploy your app to the app
store by the end of the book you ll have also learned how to
apply hybrid mobile uis that will work across different
platforms and different screen sizes for better user
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experience style and approach this is an example based
fast paced guide that covers the fundamentals of creating
cross platform mobile applications with phonegap

Phonegap Essentials
2015-09-04

use phonegap to build cross platform mobile applications
quickly and efficientlyabout this book build native mobile
phone applications with html5 javascript and css
incorporate smartphone capabilities such as gps camera
accelerometer and more into your apps for any mobile
platform use cordova view to embed phonegap into native
applications to either transit smoothly to phonegap or
incorporate phonegap functionalitieswho this book is forif
you are a mobile application developer in ios or android or
a web application developer who wants to learn how to
make cross platform mobile applications using phonegap
this book is perfect for you to make the most of this book it
will be helpful if you have prior knowledge of html5 css and
javascript what you will learn get to grips with the
fundamentals of phonegap to get started set up a
development environment for linux mac os and windows
use cordova cli workflows and plugman plugin manager to
create mobile applications efficiently understand the
development workflow to create native cross platform
mobile applications embed plugin support to transition to
phonegap or use it to enhance existing applications
improve your mobile development knowledge using object
oriented programming oop reusable components and ajax
closures be empowered to build your own mobile apps
quickly with ease discover tips and tricks to make app
development fun and easyin detailphonegap is an open
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source framework that allows you to quickly build cross
platform mobile apps using html5 javascript and css
phonegap build is a cloud service that allows you to quickly
develop and compile mobile applications without sdks
compilers and hardware phonegap allows you to use its
existing plugins or create new ones as per your
requirements to enhance your mobile applications starting
by installing phonegap you ll develop an app that uses
various device capabilities through different plugins and
learn how to build an app in the cloud with phonegap s
build service you ll discover how to use phonegap to create
an application view along with how to use a camera
geolocation and other device capabilities to create
engaging apps next you ll augment applications with
phonegap s plugins using minimalistic code you ll explore
the app preparation process to deploy your app to the app
store by the end of the book you ll have also learned how to
apply hybrid mobile uis that will work across different
platforms and different screen sizes for better user
experience style and approachthis is an example based fast
paced guide that covers the fundamentals of creating cross
platform mobile applications with phonegap

Phonegap Beginner's Guide
2011

this is a step by step guide written in an informal friendly
style for beginners to learn building cross platform mobile
applications with phonegap you will find plenty of fully
explained code and ample screenshots in the book to ease
and speed up your understanding this book is for
developers ideally with web development experience who
are interested in developing for the emerging mobile
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market but do not want to learn a new sdk for every phone
on the shelf readers should be comfortable with javascript
html and css and interested in learning the new advances
in those technologies that allow for rich native style
experiences

IBM Worklight Mobile Application
Development Essentials
2014-02-21

this book will guide you through the process of building an
application and customizing it with the help of lucid
instructions on development configuration and
administration with a practical step by step approach if you
are a developer who wants to create mobile applications
quickly this is the book for you some basic knowledge
about of web technologies and client side languages such
as javascript css and html will serve you well

Mobile Game Design Essentials
2013-11-21

a step by step guide this book is for all game developers
designers and hobbyists who want to create assets for
mobile games

Mobile App Development with
Ionic, Revised Edition
2017-08-18
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learn how to build app store ready hybrid apps with ionic
the framework built on top of apache cordova formerly
phonegap and angular this revised guide shows you how to
use ionic s tools and services to develop apps with html css
and typescript rather than rely on platform specific
solutions found in android ios and windows universal
author chris griffith takes you step by step through ionic s
powerful collection of ui components and then helps you
use it to build three cross platform mobile apps whether
you re new to this framework or have been working with
ionic 1 this book is ideal for beginning intermediate and
advanced web developers understand what a hybrid mobile
app is and what comprises a basic ionic application learn
how ionic leverages apache cordova angular and typescript
to create native mobile applications create a firebase
enabled to do application that stores data across multiple
clients build a tab based national park explorer app with
google map integration develop a weather app with the
darksky weather api and google s geocode api debug and
test your app to resolve issues that arise during
development walk through steps for deploying your app to
native app stores learn how ionic can be used to create
progressive apps

Professional Mobile Application
Development
2012-08-16

create applications for all major smartphone platforms
creating applications for the myriad versions and varieties
of mobile phone platforms on the market can be daunting
to even the most seasoned developer this authoritative
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guide is written in such as way that it takes your existing
skills and experience and uses that background as a solid
foundation for developing applications that cross over
between platforms thereby freeing you from having to
learn a new platform from scratch each time concise
explanations walk you through the tools and patterns for
developing for all the mobile platforms while detailed steps
walk you through setting up your development
environment for each platform covers all the major options
from native development to web application development
discusses major third party platform development
acceleration tools such as appcelerator and phonegap
zeroes in on topics such as developing applications for
android ios windows phone 7 and blackberry professional
mobile cross platform development shows you how to best
exploit the growth in mobile platforms with a minimum of
hassle

Electron: From Beginner to Pro
2017-11-22

discover how to take your existing web development skills
and learn how to create desktop applications for macos
windows and linux using github s electron learn how to
combine the power of node js and chromium to provide a
powerful development platform for creating web
applications that break free from the browser electron
from beginner to pro guides you through the capabilities
that you have available to create desktop applications learn
to use features like file system access create native menus
os specific dialogs and more the authors will show you how
to package your application for distribution for multiple
platforms and enable auto updating what you will learn
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leverage your knowledge of html css and javascript use
current web applications for the desktop create and use
electron s main process and render process to create
effective desktop applications communicate between
processes and between windows build desktop applications
that can be updated and distributed who this book is for
developers looking to leverage their html css and javascript
skills to create desktop widgets and applications
developers wanting to leverage existing a application to
extend functionality with a desktop application

Building Hybrid Android Apps with
Java and JavaScript
2013-07-23

build html5 based hybrid applications for android with a
mix of native java and javascript components without using
third party libraries and wrappers such as phonegap or
titanium this concise hands on book takes you through the
entire process from setting up your development
environment to deploying your product to an app store
learn how to create apps that have access to native apis
such as location vibrator sensors and the camera using a
javascript java bridge and choose the language that gives
you better performance for each task if you have
experience with html5 and javascript you ll quickly
discover why hybrid app development is the wave of the
future set up a development environment with html css and
javascript tools create your first hybrid android project
using eclipse ide use the webview control to host your
hybrid application explore hybrid application architecture
including javascript java communication build single page
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applications using javascript libraries such as backbone
and underscore get optimization tips and useful snippets
for css dom and javascript distribute your application to
google play and the amazon appstore

Apache Cordova 4 Programming
2015-03-26

using apache cordova 4 you can leverage native
technologies and web standards to quickly build cross
platform apps for most mobile devices you can deliver a
high end user experience where it matters while radically
simplifying code maintenance and reuse apache cordova 4
programming is the most concise accessible introduction to
this remarkable technology in this essential guide expert
mobile developer john wargo quickly gets you up to speed
with all the essentials from installation configuration and
tools to building plugins and using cordova s powerful apis
wargo helps you make the most of cordova 4 s major
enhancements while offering practical guidance for all
versions including adobe phonegap full chapters are
dedicated to five major mobile platforms android ios
windows phone firefox os and ubuntu using rich relevant
examples wargo guides you through both the anatomy of a
cordova app and its entire lifecycle including cross
platform testing and debugging throughout he illuminates
cordova development best practices streamlining your
development process and helping you write high quality
apps right from the start topics include installing and
configuring cordova s development environment working
with the cordova command line interfaces creating cordova
plugins using plugman and the phonegap cli cordova s
support for firefox os and ubuntu devices automation grunt
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and gulp and cordova cli hooks microsoft s hybrid toolkit
for visual studio third party tools such as appgyver
gapdebug thym and more beautifying cordova apps with
third party html frameworks such as bootstrap openui5
ionic and onsen ui running testing and debugging cordova
apps on each major mobile platform access the full code
examples at cordova4programming com where you ll also
find updates reflecting cordova s continuing evolution this
book is an ideal companion to wargo s authoritative
collection of apache cordova code recipes for each cordova
api apache cordova api cookbook addison wesley 2015

The Science of Citizen Science
2021

this open access book discusses how the involvement of
citizens into scientific endeavors is expected to contribute
to solve the big challenges of our time such as climate
change and the loss of biodiversity growing inequalities
within and between societies and the sustainability turn
the field of citizen science has been growing in recent
decades many different stakeholders from scientists to
citizens and from policy makers to environmental
organisations have been involved in its practice in addition
many scientists also study citizen science as a research
approach and as a way for science and society to interact
and collaborate this book provides a representation of the
practices as well as scientific and societal outcomes in
different disciplines it reflects the contribution of citizen
science to societal development education or innovation
and provides and overview of the field of actors as well as
on tools and guidelines it serves as an introduction for
anyone who wants to get involved in and learn more about
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the science of citizen science

JavaScript Cookbook
2010-07-07

why reinvent the wheel every time you run into a problem
with javascript this cookbook is chock full of code recipes
that address common programming tasks as well as
techniques for building web apps that work in any browser
just copy and paste the code samples into your project you
ll get the job done faster and learn more about javascript in
the process you ll also learn how to take advantage of the
latest features in ecmascript 5 and html5 including the new
cross domain widget communication technique html5 s
video and audio elements and the drawing canvas you ll
find recipes for using these features with javascript to
build high quality application interfaces create interactive
web and desktop applications work with javascript objects
such as string array number and math use javascript with
scalable vector graphics svg and the canvas element store
data in various ways from the simple to the complex
program the new html5 audio and video elements
implement concurrent programming with workers use and
create jquery plug ins use aria and javascript to create fully
accessible rich internet applications

React Native for Mobile
Development
2019-06-12

develop native ios and android apps with ease using react
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native learn by doing through an example driven approach
and have a substantial running app at the end of each
chapter this second edition is fully updated to include es7
ecmascript 7 the latest version of react native including
redux and development on android you will start by setting
up react native and exploring the anatomy of react native
apps you ll then move on to redux data flow how it differs
from flux and how you can include it in your react native
project to solve state management differently and
efficiently you will also learn how to boost your
development by including popular packages developed by
the react native community that will help you write less do
more finally you ll learn to how write test cases using jest
and submit your application to the app store react native
challenges the status quo of native ios and android
development with revolutionary components asynchronous
execution unique methods for touch handling and much
more this book reveals the the path breaking concepts of
react js and acquaints you with the react way of thinking so
you can learn to create stunning user interfaces what you ll
learn build stunning ios and android applications
understand the redux design pattern and use it in your
project interact with ios and android device capabilities
such as addressbook camera gps and more with your apps
test and launch your application to the app storewho this
book is for anyone with javascript experience who wants to
build native mobile applications but dreads the thought of
programming in objective c or java developers who have
experience with javascript but are new or not acquainted
to react native or reactjs
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jQuery Game Development
Essentials
2013-04-25

written as a concise yet practical guide with an explicit
focus on utilizing jquery for game development you ll learn
how to create stunning games that look great without the
hassle of learning about a complex game engine in the
process knowledge of javascript and jquery as well as basic
experience with frontend development is all you need to
start making games in a matter of hours with this essential
guide whilst also suitable for those who simply want to
start making games with jquery it s specifically targeted at
web developers that want to experiment with and utilize
their existing skills

Beginning React
2018-07-25

take your web applications to a whole new level with
efficient component based uis that deliver cutting edge
interactivity and performance key features elaborately
explains basics before introducing advanced topics
explains creating and managing the state of components
across applications implement over 15 practical activities
and exercises across 11 topics to reinforce your learning
book description projects like angular and react are rapidly
changing how development teams build and deploy web
applications to production in this book you ll learn the
basics you need to get up and running with react and
tackle real world projects and challenges it includes helpful
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guidance on how to consider key user requirements within
the development process and also shows you how to work
with advanced concepts such as state management data
binding routing and the popular component markup that is
jsx as you complete the included examples you ll find
yourself well equipped to move onto a real world personal
or professional frontend project what you will learn
understand how react works within a wider application
stack analyze how you can break down a standard interface
into specific components successfully create your own
increasingly complex react components with html or jsx
correctly handle multiple user events and their impact on
overall application state understand the component
lifecycle to optimize the ux of your application configure
routing to allow effortless intuitive navigation through your
components who this book is for if you are a frontend
developer who wants to create truly reactive user
interfaces in javascript then this is the book for you for
react you ll need a solid foundation in the essentials of the
javascript language including new oop features that were
introduced in es2015 an understanding of html and css is
assumed and a basic knowledge of node js will be useful in
the context of managing a development workflow but is not
essential

Learning Ionic
2015-07-24

with this book you will learn hybrid mobile application
development using ionic this book uses cordova 5 0 0 ionic
cli 1 5 0 and ionic 1 0 0 to explain the concepts and build
apps to begin with the book helps you understand where
ionic fits in today s world then you will dive deep into ionic
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css components and ionic angularjs directives and services
you will also examine theming ionic apps using the built in
scss setup next you will learn to build an ionic client for a
secure rest api where you will implement user
authentication and token based development cordova and
ngcordova will be explored and you will learn how you can
integrate device specific features such as a camera and
geolocation with an ionic app we will wrap up the book by
building a messaging app which deals with talking to
firebase a real time data store as well as device features by
the end of this book you will be able to develop a hybrid
mobile application from start to finish and generate device
specific installers

Smart Intelligent Computing and
Applications
2019-09-26

this book gathers high quality papers presented at the
third international conference on smart computing and
informatics sci 2018 19 which was organized by the school
of computer engineering and school of computer
application kalinga institute of industrial technology
bhubaneswar india on 21 22 december 2018 it includes
advanced and multi disciplinary research on the design of
smart computing and informatics thematically the book
broadly focuses on several innovation paradigms in system
knowledge intelligence and sustainability that can help to
provide realistic solutions to various problems confronting
society the environment and industry the respective papers
offer valuable insights into the how emerging
computational and knowledge transfer approaches can be
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used to deliver optimal solutions in science technology and
healthcare

Speaking JavaScript
2014-02-25

like it or not javascript is everywhere these days from
browser to server to mobile and now you too need to learn
the language or dive deeper than you have this concise
book guides you into and through javascript written by a
veteran programmer who once found himself in the same
position speaking javascript helps you approach the
language with four standalone sections first a quick start
guide teaches you just enough of the language to help you
be productive right away more experienced javascript
programmers will find a complete and easy to read
reference that covers each language feature in depth
complete contents include javascript quick start familiar
with object oriented programming this part helps you learn
javascript quickly and properly javascript in depth learn
details of ecmascript 5 from syntax variables functions and
object oriented programming to regular expressions and
json with lots of examples pick a topic and jump in
background understand javascript s history and its
relationship with other programming languages tips tools
and libraries survey existing style guides best practices
advanced techniques module systems package managers
build tools and learning resources

The Definitive Guide to Firebase
2017-11-10
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plan how to build a better app grow it into a business and
earn money from your hard work using firebase in this
book laurence moroney staff developer advocate at google
takes you through each of the 15 firebase technologies
showing you how to use them with concrete examples you
ll see how to build cross platform apps with the three
pillars of the firebase platform technologies to help you
develop apps with a real time database remote
configuration cloud messaging and more grow your apps
with user sharing search integration analytics and more
and earn from your apps with in app advertising after
reading the definitive guide to firebase you ll come away
empowered to make the most of this technology that helps
you build better cross platform mobile apps using either
native android or javascript based web apps and effectively
deploy them in a cloud environment what you ll learn use
the real time database for a codeless middleware that gives
online and offline data for syncing across your users
devices master firebase cloud messaging a technology that
delivers to connected devices in less than 500ms grow your
app organically with technologies such app indexing app
invites and dynamic links understand problems when they
arise with crash reporting fix user problems without direct
access to users devices tie it all together with analytics
that give you great intelligence about how users interact
with your app who this book is for experienced android
mobile app developers new to firebase this book is also for
experienced web developers looking to build and deploy
web apps for smartphones and tablets too who may be new
or less experienced with mobile programming
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Mobile JavaScript Application
Development
2012-06-18

when developing apps for the latest smartphones you re
faced with several vexing questions how many platforms do
you need to accommodate what level of support do mobile
browsers provide to help you address these and many
other key issues this guide provides a hands on tour of the
most powerful javascript frameworks available today you ll
build sample apps with jquery mobile sencha touch and
phonegap to learn the unique advantages and
disadvantages of each framework from there you can
determine which one is best for your project this book is
ideal for web developers familiar with javascript html and
css experience the simplicity of jquery mobile for building
cross browser applications learn how sencha touch s
architecture widgets and blazing fast rendering engine
makes it a good choice for enterprise software use
phonegap to package your web app into a native ios
android or windows phone application discover the impact
of various html5 features on mobile app development pick
up javascript productivity tips as you delve into its object
orientation closures and coding conventions test and debug
your app with a collection of tips tricks and tools

Object-Oriented JavaScript
2008-07-23

create scalable reusable high quality javascript
applications and libraries
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Beginning SAP Fiori
2015-11-28

take a deep dive into sap fiori and discover fiori
architecture fiori landscape installation fiori standard
applications fiori launchpad configuration tools for
developing fiori applications and extending standard fiori
applications you will learn fiori architecture and its
applications setting up a fiori landscape and fiori
launchpad configuring customizing and enhancing
standard fiori applications developing fiori native
applications for mobile internet of things based custom
fiori applications with the hana cloud platform bince
mathew a sap mobility expert working for an mnc in
germany shows you how sap fiori based on html5
technology addresses the most widely and frequently used
sap transactions like purchase order approvals sales order
creation information lookup and self service tasks this set
of html5 apps provides a very simple and accessible
experience across desktops tablets and smartphones
prerequisites and steps for setting up a fiori landscape and
launchpad fiori standard application configuration
extending and customizing standard fiori applications
developing custom fiori applications from scratch building
custom fiori applications for internet of things using hana
cloud fiori apps with cordova and kapsel plugins

Apache Cordova API Cookbook
2014-06-24

using apache cordova mobile developers can write cross
platform mobile apps using standard html5 javascript and
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css and then deploy those apps to every leading mobile
platform with little or no re coding apache cordova api
cookbook provides experienced mobile developers with
details about how each cordova api works and how to use
the apis in their own applications coverage is included for
all cordova phonegap 3 apis instead of just showing short
snippets of code to explain a particular api this guide is
chock full of complete examples you ll find more than thirty
complete cordova applications that work on android ios
windows and more the sample applications demonstrate
exactly what each api does and how it works while the
chapter content describes the limitations on the leading
target platforms and even offers possible workarounds
through realistic cookbook example code mobile developer
john wargo helps you master the cordova apis and
understand how to use them in your cordova applications
topics include accelerometers compass and geolocation
image video and audio capture playback and management
determining connection and device information interacting
with the contacts application responding to application
events accessing the device file system globalizing apps
using the inappbrowser notifications custom splash screens
special care has been taken to make the code easily
readable and digestible by the reader this guide provides
the most accessible coverage anywhere of apache cordova
apis

Building Smarter Planet Solutions
with MQTT and IBM WebSphere
MQ Telemetry
2012-09-07
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mq telemetry transport mqtt is a messaging protocol that is
lightweight enough to be supported by the smallest devices
yet robust enough to ensure that important messages get
to their destinations every time with mqtt devices such as
smart energy meters cars trains satellite receivers and
personal health care devices can communicate with each
other and with other systems or applications this ibm
redbooks publication introduces mqtt and takes a scenario
based approach to demonstrate its capabilities it provides
a quick guide to getting started and then shows how to
grow to an enterprise scale mqtt server using ibm
websphere mq telemetry scenarios demonstrate how to
integrate mqtt with other ibm products including
websphere message broker this book also provides typical
usage patterns and guidance on scaling a solution the
intended audience for this book ranges from new users of
mqtt and telemetry to those readers who are looking for in
depth knowledge and advanced topics

Web Development with Node and
Express
2014-07

learn how to build dynamic web applications with express a
key component of the node javascript development stack in
this hands on guide author ethan brown teaches you the
fundamentals through the development of a fictional
application that exposes a public website and a restful api
you ll also learn web architecture best practices to help
you build single page multi page and hybrid web apps with
express express strikes a balance between a robust
framework and no framework at all allowing you a free
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hand in your architecture choices with this book frontend
and backend engineers familiar with javascript will
discover new ways of looking at web development create
webpage templating system for rendering dynamic data
dive into request and response objects middleware and url
routing simulate a production environment for testing and
development focus on persistence with document
databases particularly mongodb make your resources
available to other programs with restful apis build secure
apps with authentication authorization and https integrate
with social media geolocation and other third party
services implement a plan for launching and maintaining
your app learn critical debugging skills this book covers
express 4 0

JQuery Mobile
2011-06-20

the future belongs to mobile web apps that function on a
broad range of smart phones and tablets get started with
jquery mobile the touch optimized framework for creating
apps that look and behave consistently across many
devices this book assumes that you are already familiar
with the jquery javascript library html markup cascading
style sheets and mobile web browsers the book provides
html5 css3 and javascript code examples screen shots and
step by step guidance to help you build a complete working
app

HTML5 Canvas
2013-04-11
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flash is fading fast as canvas continues to climb the second
edition of this popular book gets you started with html5
canvas by showing you how to build interactive multimedia
applications you ll learn how to draw render text
manipulate images and create animation all in the course
of building an interactive web game throughout the book
updated for the latest implementations of canvas and
related html5 technologies this edition includes clear and
reusable code examples to help you quickly pick up the
basics whether you currently use flash silverlight or just
html and javascript discover why html5 is the future of
innovative web development create and modify 2d
drawings text and bitmap images use algorithms for math
based movement and physics interactions incorporate and
manipulate video and add audio build a basic framework
for creating a variety of games use bitmaps and tile sheets
to develop animated game graphics go mobile build web
apps and then modify them for ios devices explore ways to
use canvas for 3d and multiplayer game applications

Programming Microsoft ASP.NET
MVC
2011-10-15

fully updated for asp net mvc 3 delve into the features
principles and pillars of the asp net mvc framework deftly
guided by web development luminary dino esposito asp net
mvc forces developers to think in terms of distinct
components model view controller that make it easier to
manage application complexity while allowing strict control
over the markup plunge into the framework s internal
mechanics and gain perspectives on how to use this
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programming model versus forms and begin building your
own mvc based applications quickly

Practical Flutter
2019-07-19

explore what flutter has to offer where it came from and
where it s going mobile development is progressing at a
fast rate and with flutter an open source mobile application
development sdk created by google you can develop
applications for android and ios as well as google fuchsia
learn to create three apps a personal information manager
a chat system and a game project that you can install on
your mobile devices and use for real you will begin by
getting a solid foundation of flutter knowledge and building
on it immediately by constructing two more traditional
productivity apps you will also learn to create a game
enabling you to see a whole other perspective on what
flutter can do in addition to building these apps you ll have
the benefit of reviewing real world issues you might
encounter along with ways to deal with them through tips
and tricks all designed to make your flutter experience that
much more productive and frankly fun practical flutter will
leave you with a solid grasp of how to build apps with
flutter and springboard into creating more advanced apps
on your own by the time your journey through this material
concludes another larger one will begin as you springboard
well prepared into the larger world of flutter development
tackling any project that comes your way with aplomb
practical flutter is a learning adventure you won t want to
miss what you ll learn get a flutter project started and
logically structure it use the interface elements flutter
provides such as widgets controls and extensions build
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layouts using interface elements use available tooling
specifically android studio leverage server side
development and connect a flutter app to a server back end
who this book is for mobile developers who are looking to
build for multiple mobile platforms and trying to do so with
a codebase that is largely the same across all basic
knowledge of ios and android generally and some general
programming experience is expected

Electron in Action
2018-10-02

summary electron in action guides you step by step as you
learn to build cross platform desktop applications that run
on windows osx and linux by the end of the book you ll be
ready to build simple snappy applications using javascript
node and the electron framework purchase of the print
book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats
from manning publications about the technology wouldn t
it be great to build desktop applications using just your
web dev skills electron is a framework designed for exactly
that fully cross platform electron lets you use javascript
and node to create simple snappy desktop apps spinning up
tools games and utilities with electron is fast practical and
fun about the book electron in action teaches you to build
cross platform applications using javascript node and the
electron framework you ll learn how to think like a desktop
developer as you build a text tool that reads and renders
markdown you ll add os specific features like the file
system menus and clipboards and use chromium s tools to
distribute the finished product you ll even round off your
learning with data storage performance optimization and
testing what s inside building for macos windows and linux
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native operating system apis using third party frameworks
like react deploying to the mac app store about the reader
requires intermediate javascript and node skills no
experience building desktop apps required about the
author steven kinney is a principal engineer at sendgrid an
instructor with frontend masters and the organizer of the
dinosaurjs conference in denver colorado table of contents
part 1 getting started with electron introducing electron
your first electron application part 2 building cross
platform applications with electron building a notes
application using native file dialog boxes and facilitating
interprocess communication working with multiple
windows working with files building application and
context menus further operating system integration and
dynamically enabling menu items introducing the tray
module building applications with the menubar library
using transpilers and frameworks persisting use data and
using native node js modules testing applications with
spectron part 3 deploying electron applications building
applications for deployment releasing and updating
applications distributing your application through the mac
app store

Vue.js 2 Cookbook
2017-04-28

101 hands on recipes that teach you how to build
professional structured web apps with vue js about this
book understand and use vue s reactivity system data
binding and computed properties create fluid transitions in
your application with vue s built in transition system use
vuex and webpack to build medium to large scale spas and
enhance your development workflow who this book is for
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this book is for developers who want to learn about vue js
through practical examples to quickly and efficiently build
modern interactive web applications prior experience and
familiarity with javascript html and css are recommended
as the recipes build upon that knowledge it will also enable
both new and existing vue js users to expand their
knowledge of the framework what you will learn
understand the fundamentals of vue js through numerous
practical examples piece together complex web interfaces
using the vue js component system use webpack and babel
to enhance your development workflow manage your
application s state using vuex and see how to structure
your projects according to best practices seamlessly
implement routing in your single page applications using
vue router find out how to use vue js with a variety of
technologies such as node js electron socket io firebase
and horizondb by building complete applications in detail
vue js is an open source javascript library for building
modern interactive web applications with a rapidly growing
community and a strong ecosystem vue js makes
developing complex single page applications a breeze its
component based approach intuitive api blazing fast core
and compact size make vue js a great solution to craft your
next front end application from basic to advanced recipes
this book arms you with practical solutions to common
tasks when building an application using vue we start off
by exploring the fundamentals of vue js its reactivity
system data binding syntax and component based
architecture through practical examples after that we
delve into integrating webpack and babel to enhance your
development workflow using single file components finally
we take an in depth look at vuex for state management and
vue router to route in your single page applications and
integrate a variety of technologies ranging from node js to
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electron and socket io to firebase and horizondb this book
will provide you with the best practices as determined by
the vue js community style and approach this book offers
detailed easy to follow recipes that will help you harness
full potential of vue js the guide will provide you with
working code examples for many of the common problems
that web developers face each recipe is designed to help
you quickly understand and solve a particular problem that
is commonly faced by developers using vue js in a simple
and intuitive manner this book also includes larger recipes
to address obstacles arising from building medium to large
scale applications with vue js

Modern Web Development
2016-02-22

master powerful new approaches to web architecture
design and user experience this book presents a pragmatic
problem driven user focused approach to planning
designing and building dynamic web solutions you ll learn
how to gain maximum value from domain driven design
ddd define optimal supporting architecture and succeed
with modern ux first design approaches the author guides
you through choosing and implementing specific
technologies and addresses key user experience topics
including mobile friendly and responsive design you ll learn
how to gain more value from existing microsoft
technologies such as asp net mvc and signalr by using
them alongside other technologies such as bootstrap ajax
json and jquery by using these techniques and
understanding the new asp net core 1 0 you can quickly
build advanced web solutions that solve today s problems
and deliver an outstanding user experience microsoft mvp
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dino esposito shows you how to plan websites and web
apps to mirror real world social and business processes use
ddd to dissect and master the complexity of business
domains use ux driven design to reduce costs and give
customers what they want realistically compare server side
and client side web paradigms get started with the new asp
net core 1 0 simplify modern visual webpage construction
with bootstrap master practical efficient techniques for
running asp net mvc projects consider new options for
implementing persistence and working with data models
understand responsive design s pros cons and tradeoffs
build truly mobile friendly mobile optimized websites about
this book for experienced developers and solution
architects who want to plan and develop web solutions
more effectively assumes basic familiarity with the
microsoft web development stack

IoT Penetration Testing Cookbook
2017-11-29

over 80 recipes to master iot security techniques about this
book identify vulnerabilities in iot device architectures and
firmware using software and hardware pentesting
techniques understand radio communication analysis with
concepts such as sniffing the air and capturing radio
signals a recipe based guide that will teach you to pentest
new and unique set of iot devices who this book is for this
book targets iot developers iot enthusiasts pentesters and
security professionals who are interested in learning about
iot security prior knowledge of basic pentesting would be
beneficial what you will learn set up an iot pentesting lab
explore various threat modeling concepts exhibit the ability
to analyze and exploit firmware vulnerabilities demonstrate
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the automation of application binary analysis for ios and
android using mobsf set up a burp suite and use it for web
app testing identify uart and jtag pinouts solder headers
and hardware debugging get solutions to common wireless
protocols explore the mobile security and firmware best
practices master various advanced iot exploitation
techniques and security automation in detail iot is an
upcoming trend in the it industry today there are a lot of
iot devices on the market but there is a minimal
understanding of how to safeguard them if you are a
security enthusiast or pentester this book will help you
understand how to exploit and secure iot devices this book
follows a recipe based approach giving you practical
experience in securing upcoming smart devices it starts
with practical recipes on how to analyze iot device
architectures and identify vulnerabilities then it focuses on
enhancing your pentesting skill set teaching you how to
exploit a vulnerable iot device along with identifying
vulnerabilities in iot device firmware next this book
teaches you how to secure embedded devices and exploit
smart devices with hardware techniques moving forward
this book reveals advanced hardware pentesting
techniques along with software defined radio based iot
pentesting with zigbee and z wave finally this book also
covers how to use new and unique pentesting techniques
for different iot devices along with smart devices
connected to the cloud by the end of this book you will
have a fair understanding of how to use different
pentesting techniques to exploit and secure various iot
devices style and approach this recipe based book will
teach you how to use advanced iot exploitation and
security automation
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The Mobile Application Hacker's
Handbook
2015-06-11

see your app through a hacker s eyes to find the real
sources of vulnerability the mobile application hacker s
handbook is a comprehensive guide to securing all mobile
applications by approaching the issue from a hacker s point
of view heavily practical this book provides expert
guidance toward discovering and exploiting flaws in mobile
applications on the ios android blackberry and windows
phone platforms you will learn a proven methodology for
approaching mobile application assessments and the
techniques used to prevent disrupt and remediate the
various types of attacks coverage includes data storage
cryptography transport layers data leakage injection
attacks runtime manipulation security controls and cross
platform apps with vulnerabilities highlighted and detailed
information on the methods hackers use to get around
standard security mobile applications are widely used in
the consumer and enterprise markets to process and or
store sensitive data there is currently little published on
the topic of mobile security but with over a million apps in
the apple app store alone the attack surface is significant
this book helps you secure mobile apps by demonstrating
the ways in which hackers exploit weak points and flaws to
gain access to data understand the ways data can be stored
and how cryptography is defeated set up an environment
for identifying insecurities and the data leakages that arise
develop extensions to bypass security controls and perform
injection attacks learn the different attacks that apply
specifically to cross platform apps it security breaches
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have made big headlines with millions of consumers
vulnerable as major corporations come under attack
learning the tricks of the hacker s trade allows security
professionals to lock the app up tight for better mobile
security and less vulnerable data the mobile application
hacker s handbook is a practical comprehensive guide

The Internet of Things
2017-02-24

as more and more devices become interconnected through
the internet of things iot there is an even greater need for
this book which explains the technology the
internetworking and applications that are making iot an
everyday reality the book begins with a discussion of iot
ecosystems and the technology that enables them which
includes wireless infrastructure and service discovery
protocols integration technologies and tools application
and analytics enablement platforms a chapter on next
generation cloud infrastructure explains hosting iot
platforms and applications a chapter on data analytics
throws light on iot data collection storage translation real
time processing mining and analysis all of which can yield
actionable insights from the data collected by iot
applications there is also a chapter on edge fog computing
the second half of the book presents various iot ecosystem
use cases one chapter discusses smart airports and
highlights the role of iot integration it explains how mobile
devices mobile technology wearables rfid sensors and
beacons work together as the core technologies of a smart
airport integrating these components into the airport
ecosystem is examined in detail and use cases and real life
examples illustrate this iot ecosystem in operation another
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in depth look is on envisioning smart healthcare systems in
a connected world this chapter focuses on the
requirements promising applications and roles of cloud
computing and data analytics the book also examines smart
homes smart cities and smart governments the book
concludes with a chapter on iot security and privacy this
chapter examines the emerging security and privacy
requirements of iot environments the security issues and
an assortment of surmounting techniques and best
practices are also discussed in this chapter

Beginning Visual Studio for Mac
2017-10-24

quickly learn how to get the most out of the visual studio
for mac integrated development environment ide microsoft
has invested heavily to deliver their very best development
tools and platforms to other operating systems visual
studio for mac is a powerful developer tool that reinforces
microsoft s mobile first cloud first and any developer any
platform any device strategy with the author s guided
expertise and extensive code samples you will understand
how to leverage the most useful tools in visual studio for
mac the code editor and the powerful debugger you also
will appreciate the author s guidance on collaborating with
other team members using integrated tooling for the git
source control engine whether you are a mac developer
interested in cross platform development or a windows
developer using a mac beginning visual studio for mac will
quickly get you up to speed what you ll learn prepare
configure and debug in the mac development environment
create cross platform mobile apps for android ios and
windows with xamarin and c in visual studio for mac build
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cross platform applications with net core using visual
studio for mac customize your productive and collaborative
development environment who this book is for software
developers using a mac computer who want to build mobile
or web applications that run on multiple operating systems

The Busy Coder's Guide to
Advanced Android Development
2011

there are many android programming guides that give you
the basics this book goes beyond simple apps into many
areas of android development that you simply will not find
in competing books whether you want to add home screen
app widgets to your arsenal or create more complex maps
integrate multimedia features like the camera integrate
tightly with other applications or integrate scripting
languages this book has you covered moreover this book
has over 50 pages of honeycomb specific material from
dynamic fragments to integrating navigation into the
action bar to creating list based app widgets it also has a
chapter on using nfc the wireless technology behind google
wallet and related services this book is one in
commonsware s growing series of android related titles
including the busy coder s guide to android development
android programming tutorials and the upcoming tuning
android applications table of contents webview inside and
out crafting your own views more fun with listviews
creating drawables home screen app widgets interactive
maps creating custom dialogs and preferences advanced
fragments and the action bar animating widgets using the
camera playing media handling system events advanced
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service patterns using system settings and services content
provider theory content provider implementation patterns
the contacts contentprovider searching with
searchmanager introspection and integration tapjacking
working with sms more on the manifest device
configuration push notifications with c2dm nfc the role of
scripting languages the scripting layer for android jvm
scripting languages reusable components testing
production

Build Mobile Apps with Ionic 4 and
Firebase
2018-11-02

leverage your existing web development skills to learn the
whole cycle of hybrid mobile app development this edition
is fully updated with the changes in ionic 4 including
stencil a new framework based on the web components
standard it explains ionic and firebase in detail including
how to create hybrid mobile apps using using react and
vue and run those apps in an internal browser using a
wrapper created by apache cordova build mobile apps with
ionic 4 and firebase shows you how to focus on developing
front end code without needing to manage any back end
code or servers you ll learn in the context of building a
hacker news client app which can view top stories in
hacker news view comments of a story and add stories to
favorites explore how ionic 4 uses angular as the javascript
framework to easily develop apps using an interface similar
to native apps and how to access firebase a real time
database in web apps using javascript what you ll learn
create content based ionic mobile apps work with new
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ionic 4 compnents like gesture text and keyboard
controller manage your apps with rxjs redux who this book
is for front end developers and mobile app developers

Coding All-in-One For Dummies
2017-04-18

see all the things coding can accomplish the demand for
people with coding know how exceeds the number of
people who understand the languages that power
technology coding all in one for dummies gives you an ideal
place to start when you re ready to add this valuable asset
to your professional repertoire whether you need to learn
how coding works to build a web page or an application or
see how coding drives the data revolution this resource
introduces the languages and processes you ll need to
know peek inside to quickly learn the basics of simple web
languages then move on to start thinking like a
professional coder and using languages that power big
applications take a look inside for the steps to get started
with updating a website creating the next great mobile app
or exploring the world of data science whether you re
looking for a complete beginner s guide or a trusted
resource for when you encounter problems with coding
there s something for you create code for the web get the
tools to create a mobile app discover languages that power
data science see the future of coding with machine
learning tools with the demand for skilled coders at an all
time high coding all in one for dummies is here to propel
coding newbies to the ranks of professional programmers
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